
Theory Engineer...

The link between salmonella bacterium & cancer(& 
Pneumonia) & how to solve the cancer problem & how I 
went from theory to engineering solutions...by Sari Grove

How I got to where I got:

I knew that the raccoon that I tried to rescue had eaten 
spoiled raw meat...

I knew that I had contracted some sort of bacterium...

I knew that raw meat when it spoils attracts salmonella 
typhi infection bacterium...

I knew a Cancerous lump was made of Calcium 
Phosphorus & a benign lump was calcium Oxalate...

So I knew the differential between benign & malignant was 
the Phosphate, the Phosphorus...

I was able to see pictures close-up of a calcium 
Phosphate breast lump...

I was able to see close-up what Phosphate/Phosphorus 
looks like...



On a hunch, I went to see what Salmonella looks like 
close-up, guessing that if the raccoon, & then I, had both 
gotten Salmonella, that my new breast cancer lump was 
somehow related to salmonella bacterium...

I was able to see a picture of the salmonella bacterium 
close-up...
Simply put, the picture of the Phosphorus in the Calcium 
Phosphate Cancerous lump, & the picture close-up of the 
Salmonella bacterium looked alike...

As an artist I am skilled at seeing things, similarities & 
differences...

Again...If you just look at the Phosphorus component of a 
cancerous lump, it looks like purple ants in the picture...In 
fact, better pictures show the ants truer in colour as a 
turquoise colour...Phosphorus as a rock mineral is 
turquoise...

Take a look at a salmonella bacterium up close...Turquoise 
ants...Same shape as the weird dark spots in your lump...

It even shows up when you take your own Macro 
photograph of your own lump using the DIY Mammogram 
editing tips I outlined in 
“Grove Health ScienceSeries:Book 4”(about $15 dollars 
right now on Amazon as a paperback)...



So that is how I made the correlation between a breast 
cancer lump & the salmonella bacterium...

Also:I know Copper antagonizes Phosphorus...I know 
licorice root is a copper...So taking licorice root tincture 
should eradicate the Phosphorus/Salmonella from my 
breast lump in pictures...& it did...
Once you eradicate Phosphorus from a breast lump it is 
no longer a Calcium Phosphate lump...It is now just a 
benign lump made of Calcium Oxalate, Oxalate means 
iron...

Manganese dissolves Iron...Take Manganese pills

(easy to get are 25 mg pills & I take just way more than 
the recommended dosage to get an effect-maximum 
maybe off label dosage to dissolve lump might be 10 pills 
x 3 times a day, stop if you feel vomity),

to dissolve the iron nature of the lump...

Iodine dissolves Calcium...A good herbal plant called 
Madagascar Periwinkle can be boiled & drunk as a tea & 
that tea contains Vinpocetine which is a highly absorbable 
form of Iodine...

(You can also buy Vinpocetine pills for more money & not 
necessarily better results)...



(Madagascar Periwinkle is also called Vinca Minor)...

Eat a raw vegetable diet...

Cheat with fish or seafood because they are high in 
Iodine...

Walk 10 kilometeres a day(6 miles)...Cheat by sleeping 
some days when you are tired...

Bread, breaded coatings, cereals, crusts, grains, glutens, 
can make the lump larger & block up your digestive 
system, cause bloating, & generally slow down your 
nonsurgical breast lump removal program...

Sugar doesnʼt help either...

Artificial sweeteners like Stevia or Splenda contain one 
sugar molecule & 4 potassium molecules...Potassium 
actually lowers blood pressure so these are fine...The one 
sugar/sulphur molecule shouldnʼt worry you...So these are 
all fine...(though if you have Low blood pressure be careful 
with art. sweeteners-they will lower it more)...

Water & Alcohol contain Hydrogen...Hydrogen makes 
lumps bigger...So cancel that 8 glasses of water a day 
idea when trying to shrink a lump...Water makes lumps 
bigger actually...Same goes for alcohol...



(Now alcohols can contain other things which may be 
good for shrinking a breast lump & if you are thirsty water 
is good for you there...But this whole drink lots of water 
thing is not correct when you are trying to shrink a 
lump...Water is a food...Think of it that way...)

If you are fasting, but drinking liquids, liquids act as your 
food...In those cases you do need to drink because you 
are not getting any other nutrition...

If you are a salt eater you can carry 15 lbs of water in your 
system from just water retention caused by the salt...This 
will make your lump bigger...Cut out salt...This will help 
you to lose that water weight...
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